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^ e v e that they are also the formula to achieve beauty in architecture. We are living in a bored, routine world People in the 
living and working without carrying their heart, without concerning their surrounding environment and without surprise Architec-
1 8 t o
 ^





e vivid world. Putting conflicting programs together would allow something unexpected and accidents to happen 
Their combination should not be arbitrary, but beneficial to each other. Imbalance in scale steers people's emotion. Gothic buUding 
detached from human scale and create sacred ambience. Narrow and cramped path in Traditional Chinese village create an intimacy 
and secure atmosphere. However, we are always living and working under a 2.5meter ceiling. We should apply the imbalance in our 
space. 
HRBRSh^ HHHHI m ^^^^ 
Steel construction is t imesa^ng and recyclable. The connection between steel members demonstrates the hybrid and complex reality of 
the city. However we should not use metal regardless the situation. Wood construction is an alternative to demonstrate something 
more modest. Architecture in the city should employ boQi steel and wood constr^uctiorif：Seeking contrasts in the material. 
BHHI^^ llHHHHI ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ 
Synops i s 
History, memories and local identity are a more accurate measure of how much an u rban environment is enjoyed by the 
inhabitants. Therefore, we preserve historic place even in the rapid development and the stretched pressure for land. But only 
preservation for a historic environment is not enough to communicate the meaning of the place to the public. The Ex-marine 
police headquarter is an example. The historic compound declared monument in 1994, but it has little to do with the public.In j.ivT'J 
this project, the meaning and memories of MPH is unfolded in the consideration and playing of memories in architecture. " ^ l i 
Memory is always regarded as a pasted subject. However, memory is the conjugation of past, present and future. We have to } ； ip 
employ the present situation to recollect the past. We have to be stimulated/ engaged at present moment to create memory for
 { :
 r f ^ 
the future. Employing such fundamental characteristics of memory in the project, the design is not jus t the reinterpretation ,'； 
and revealing of the past, the design suggest something that is lacking at this moment and point to the future. 乂 ' ^ 
The conjugation (combination) is the juxtaposition of time in space. ,, \ 
The conjugation is unforeseeable. L ‘ i ^ y 
The conjugation is the struggle between a rigid routine W ^ K O . 
order (history) and a pleasurable anarchy (the unforeseen). ^ J ^ ^ 
The conjugation is the attributes of memory 
The conjugation is not a conclusion of this epoch, but a redefinition of the character of the place. QJ 
j, _ ， 
• • 
In t roduct ion 
Project mission ^ ^ f e f e H I 
. feii&-；：：, . 
This project is to highlight some of the past experience of a place in city, -
so as to let the public associate meaningfully to the place and to stimu- ^ • ^ ^ B m S f ^ ^ K T ^ W ^ ^ ^ I 
late urban life and tourism in the city. " f f i j j ^ j j 
Clients 
The clients include both the Leisure and Cultural Department and the 
Hong Kong Tourist Association. 
With the heritage concerns raised in the Chief Executives policy ad-
dress of 1998，the Heritage and Tourism Task Force is formed under 
the auspices of Hong Kong Tourist Association. The adopted terms of 
reference of the task force include the development of tourism opportu-
nities through the promotion of heritage in Hong Kong. The Task Force 
should have interest on this project. 
Strategy 
After a profound study of memory. I begin to search for sites that are going to be changed H H ^ f f i f l H P ^ H 二 • 
but worth to be preserved, which many people have memory with it. To my surprise, I find a 
reversed case. I find a place that ha s been surviving for more than a century. It was also ^ ^ H j ^ H M ^ ^ B 
declared monument in 1994, which is an at tempt to preserve our environment and slow 
down the pace of development. Over the last six years, the compound remains silent, acts W K ^ B r J j W H / 
like a backdrop. People have little imagination or actionality about it. In the other words, q f K K V l O p “ 
the Ex-Marine Police Headquarter Compound fail to communicate its meaning to the public. f j :、, 
B”t the compound is closely related to the history of Hong Kong and the development of I ^ H l M J ^ ^ H | i 1J . jT-
Tsim Sha Tsui. The abundant meaning may only be read in the historical records. Although ^ ^ H h B B i ^ L I ； ： H - ^ 
most of u s do not have autobiographical memory of the compound, we do have the historical fl^^^^^B^HH ,； 
memory of the events and incidents associated with the site. It is obvious that jus t preserv- ' 
ing the environment and stopping the development is not enough to unfold the meaning and 、 “ 
memory of the compound. V ； 
Some people may be glad when looking at the present state of the compound. Although the ^ , 
future function of the site is still a mist, it is preserved. Once a new function added to the 
compound, it destroys the total ambience of the place. It is a dilemma. What should we do to ^ T ^ ^ 
unfold the meaning and memory of the Ex-Marine Police Headquarter to the public without 
destroying the total ambience of the place? K q 
o 
• 
“ — — — “―n—^w—gat—i—o n 
This proposal suggests a borrowed site near Signal Hill, which will be connected to the compound and the waterfront, could be 
used to unfold the meaning and memory of it. Signal Hill and the compound occupied the most commanding position in the 
Kowloon Peninsula. They possessed an uninterrupted and significant view of every part of the harbor and also the Kowloon area in 
the past. They are two important strategic locations in the Peninsula overlooking each other during the Second World War. But 
the new high-rise blocks and the extensive reclamation in the waterfront hid their relationship. The borrowed site is regarded as 
严 generator, which generate events and activities. While the connection path act as a journey for the public to recollect and 
imagine. The path is actually the shoreline of Tsim Sha Tsui in the 19
th
 century. The compound is not going to be touched, but its 
meaning and memory is unfolded. The public could access to the compound to experience the total ambience of the place. 
The whole proposal is a playing of collective memory in the architecture. It demonstrates an alternative way of preserving our , 
memory. Museum is not the only way to tell the meaning of a place and its historical value. What is more important is to let the 
public to find ways to connect meaningfully with the physical environment in an intensely personal manner. 
To lay a new foundation for urban life we must understand the ' o B . 7 / - f l H ^ 
historic nature of the city, which must effectively act as a mu- R S ^ ^ l j ' ^ ^ ^ r J 
—Mumford in the city in History 
At t i t ude to preservation and conservation of historic building 
1
 believe that the process of conservation and preservation requires the contemporary needs to be satisfied. They should not be 
anything simply nostalgia, but act as urban catalysts to enrich urban life and local identity. 
A s e n s e of t h e s t r e a m of t ime is mo r e va luab l e a n d mo re po i gnan t a n d engag ing t h a n a 
fo rmal knowledge of r emo t e pe r iods . New t h i n g s m u s t be c r ea t ed , a n d o t h e r s a l lowed to C . H U y 
be forgo t ten . 、 
*V - /i-t 
Kevin Lynch -What time is this place ‘ ‘ 
^ I L f l J 
Reservation and Conservation of historic buildings in Hong Kong 、：. j ^ 
Government or institutional users have previously occupied most of the declared buildings. The space and operational require- V 如 
^ e n t of the declared building is no longer suitable for the original uses . The buildings would be held by the Government \ 
Property Agency who must consult the Antiquities Advisory Board over any proposed new uses. However, there are no mecha- k ^ ^ A ? 
&isms to introduce commercial and environmental considerat ions into this process. This is why the former Marine Police «9 ^^JsV 
Headquarters has been left vacant for about six years. It would continue to be unoccupied until the time when public uses are m ^ M 
identified and public funds made available for conversion. Therefore, historic buildings have tended to ultimately fall into 
disrepair or disappear altogether to become government sales sites. S U ^ f 
a . ' •:’，i o 
A s
 P °
l n t e d
 out by
 P e t e r
 Cookson Smith, the director of the Urbis Ltd, we need to consider the revitalization of historic buildings 
as functioning par ts of the city. This mus t focus on the generation of economic potential to res t ructure the buildings them- r 、 
selves and their financial base, and places an emphasis on achieving a balance between environmental quality and economic ^ 
incentive. J 
n j u — g a — f c i — o n 
Regeneration through Tourism and Culture 
The run-down condition of post-war building and relative physical and functional isolation within the urban framework make it 
easier to adopt the expedient approach and redevelop rather than retain. In many cities, the initial development of tourism 
through revitalization has been through entrepreneurial opportunism or public-private partnerships but for various reasons, 
t|iis has not held true for Hong Kong. Peter Cookson Smith explained that the following two things need to happen in combina-
tion: firstly, government policies must be goal and action oriented, and secondly, the various players must share a common 
concern and be prepared to work together to achieve stated aim. The formation of the Heritage and Tourism Task Force in 1998 
under the auspices of Hong Kong Tourism Association is a big step to protect our heritage, which has stated the direction of 
regenerating historic buildings through tourism and culture. 
For tourism to play a realistic role in heritage revitalization, the totality and distinctiveness of the visitor experience needs to 
be considered. In a compact city like Hong Kong, the concentration of activities into quarters allows for a greater degree of 
perception, focus and usability. Even if individual heritage buildings do not generate profit, the higher spending thresholds will 
provide spin-off to other aspects of the economy such as hotels, transport and retailing. 
Unde r s t and i ng History 
Built in 1884, the Ex-marine police headquarter h a s passed many great historical moments with Hong Kong. To unfold the 
meaning and memory of the compound, we need profound s tud ies on the history of Hong Kong especially the wart ime 
histoiy.However, this is not a historical research paper. What we need to seize is the sense of the stream of time and the way / ；；\1\ 
$ understand history, not the empirical history itself. Therefore, I study the historical background through interviews with two -
historians in Hong Kong and images in the past. 、 ^ J 
"r - Jr-i 
i ； rA 
.：二（ '/ .〜 
、：:...I cd 
. . 謹 i 
• 
T x C u » n j u g a t i o n 
Interview with Prof P.Y. Ho 
BA(CUHK); M.A., Dip. E.L.F.，D.E.A., PhD (Paris); Associate Professor 
. P r o f . Ho supposes oral history is the real people history; it is a more accurate sense of the time rather than empirical 
history. The empirical history is more or less restructured for political and economical or other reasons. 
. G o v e r n m e n t have an organization of oral history, which has its base in the Hong Kong History Museum, but the organization 
did very little effort on promotion of oral history. 
. I t needs resource and much effort to support oral history. It is not easy to find elderly, who lived in Hong Kong during the 
Wartime, that are willing to talk their past. 
' G e n e r a l l y speaking, oral history is underdeveloped in Hong Kong. 
• Hong Kong government would not oppose to any memorial or protesting activities about the Japanese Occupation Period. But 
they would not encourage these activities as Hong Kong is closely related to Japan economically. 
. A s Hong Kong people, we should feel angry as Japanese Government constantly denies their crimes, and until now, it has 
not made any formal apology for its aggressions and crimes against China and other Asian nations. The Japanese Govern-
ment ha s successfully gotten away from the remaining problems, they hide or destroy documents, they destroy newly 
uncovered evidence of war crimes, they refuse to pay the living victims such as the comfort women, and they remove the 
war crimes from their history textbooks.. . Fifty years later, the J apanese general public glorify the war criminals a s 
patriotoc heros, enshrine them as gods; threaten the former soldiers who are telling the truth. However, we cannot put the 
entire historical burden to the new generation of Japan . We should insist on the true report of the historical fact to the 
Japanese public. 
. M u s e u m about history in Hong Kong is not well designed and vivid enough. Different design should be adapted to different 
period of history in Hong Kong. We should not hesitate to use different media to repeat the same theme. Only repetition of 
the same theme could make people remember. 
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° — 僅 ⑷ 丨 灿 卯 . H e i $ a h i s t o r i a n w i t h ^ m e n d o u s enthusiasm in the wartime history of - — i : 
• Hong Kong people generally do not interest in history of their place. One major reason is that we do not have Hong Kong ^ ^ 
^ t o r y m our secondary schoo education. Many interesting history of Hong Kong were left out. Also, the UniversHies in ^ i M 
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 the meaning and message into our daily life. To have i f 
promot丨on m Shopping mall, TV, movie or video. In fact, there would be a historical story just from the name of a street. : t r f 
• ^
d e r




 • 哪 如 巧 t 0 r 4 e s P e c t ^ e history of a place, so that you could live meaningfully. It is not just the job of architect, but also 、. i 
! h e
 cooperation of government policy, public concern and resources . 、‘ 5 
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' o n s . Each of them has their own policies. They often have conflict to each other, although # 〕 ： 
K g
 s a m e g o a 丨 t h a t l s a n 叩 0 | ( W a n d pay back from the Japan . They also scattered at different parts of Hong ^ V ； 
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s i c a , |
y - But the associations operations could not be ( : X 
integrated easily. There is no such financial resource for the associations to employ new offices. 
f 
C o j —u—g a t i o n 
Historical Analysis 
1 884 A new building built on the same site which is the Marine 
Police Headquarter 
1 942 The building was occupied by 丨he Japanese troops, a maga-
zine was built on the 丨awn and extensive tunnel were built 
under it for air-raid shelter. 
1 9 4 5 Reoccupation by the British. Used as Marine Police Head-
quarter again, the tunnels were blocked for safety reasons. 
1 974 The building of Kowloon Park Drive removed half of the Tsim 
Sha Tsui Hill including the lawn. 
1 994 The building was declared monument (Grade I). No occu-
— 
丁he description of the compound by the Antiquity and Monumental Office on the web site 
offers a general understanding of the compound^ s history. 
-The former Marine Police Headquarters Compound, which was constructed in 1884’ 
comprises a main building, a stable block and signal tower (commonly known as Round 
House). The compound has been occupied by the Marine Police since its establishment ^
2
¾ ¾ 
until 1997 except for the J apanese Occupation (1941-1945) when it was used as a base by V ^ I t I 
, h e
 J apanese navy. The main building was originally a two-storey structure, which was [ ^ V j 
addled an extra storey in the 1920s. The south-east and south-west wings of the main " ^ l / l 
building served as married quarters. During the J apanese Occupation Period, extensive ' i i> 
underground tunnels were constructed beneath the lawn. After World War II’ in view of i L 
public safety, these tunnels were blocked and the lawn was re-turfed. The signal tower is : ‘ J ^ 
, h e
 most unique building within the compound. It was constructed to provide time signals ‘' •( '
 0 
t o
 ships in the harbour. Its use diminished since 1907 when the time ball apparatus was 、、j 
removed from the police station to Signal Hill. Being one of the four oldest surviving “ ： ) ⑶ 
government buildings in Hong Kong, the former Marine Police Headquarters Compound l i 〕 
was declared a monument. , V 
The compound has in fact been one of anything but peaceful l e s i o n . It ( 
t y c o o n and flood, battle and riot, joy and misery. Over the years been S J ^ 
s u b , r a c , e d 一 『 e _ a n d 『 _ 丨 丨 . m 
The Shoreline of Tsim Sha Tsui 
After successive reclamation, the building no longer located next to the harbor. Every-
thing changed, but we can still use the Ex-marine Police Headquarter building as a 
reference point to search for the 19th century original shoreline. It is approximately the 
Middle Road today. There were originally two Chinese forts at Tsim Sha Tsui. They were 
built in the Ching Dynasty to protect the area against pirates. The British captured the 
forts during the Opium War. The forts were demolished in 1841. 
6 It .. ' j tt ! a t on 
v . ； ‘ . • ‘“ — 
'
h e S i , e L o c a t i o n 
At the time the building was built, the China Mail put it 
thus: The building occupies one of the most commanding -‘ ‘ 
positions in the Colony, and pos se s se s an uninterrupted ^ ^ 2 J 2 3 ^ 〜 • 爾 V f ^ w S ^ t ^ ^ K K t t 彳 、 
and magnificent view of every part of the harbour and also ^ i K m lift C 
the Kowloon Peninsula. ^ ^ y 
丁he building is situated on Tsim Sha Tsui hill. The name — — / —.-.-,..(.-,1 
Tsim Sha Tsui means sharp sandy beak in Chinese. The P l P i i f i ^ 二 •；{, 
building situated on the beak, which thrusts itself at the , L 
northern shore of Hong Kong Island and effectively divides 二 l ] j l M | ‘ ‘ J ' 
, h e
 Harbour into two. This is the reason for the compound 1 f 1 " ' + | | | _ 圓 囊 _ 遍 ；丄 f l 扣 
to become a strategic location during wartime. •“.. " S t o l l Q I f B 邙 
, « V • [ 




‘ j u g a t i o n 
The time ball tower in the compound has two storey height built on the very end of the promontory. From its domed roof an 
eighteen-foot pole protruded, the highest point of which was eighty-four feet above sea level. Mounted on the pole was a hollow 
copper ball, six feet in diameter. The ball was raised manually each day and dropped at exactly 1 p.m. But the ball and its 
mechanism were moved to Signal Hill in 1907. The time-ball mechanism was used until 1933. But the relationship between 
，gnal Hill and MPH is much more than the transfer of time-ball. They are two strategic locations during the wartime. They 
both have a commanding view over the Victoria Harbour and Kowloon Peninsula in the past. They are the two hilly ground along 
the shore of Tsim Sha Tsui and they are the two remaining natural area in today’s Tsim Sha Tsui. 
' , ... 擺 . • H B H B W J 
Events that had taken place in the compound 
Annual Marine Police Christmas cocktail parties 
In mid December, when the weather was usually dry and mild while still being cool 
enough for the ladies to dress their best. Floodlights set among the palm trees turned 
the colonnaded frontage of the building into an almost theatrical backdrop, while the 
Police Band played extracts of Gilbert and Sullivan among the flower-beds. Old hands 
still wax lyrical abo~t those parties, and it is a matter of regret that the lawn is now 
probably gone for ever. 
Sobriety test 
In 1950, the general war-scare connected with the Communist take-over of China led 
to the erection of blast-walls at various points around the building. But the wall did 
not last long and their principal use being as a sobriety test during parties. Anyone 
capable of walking along the top of one being considered sufficiently sober to buy 
another round. 
G o n j a « — t i o n 
P e r f o r m a n c e 
During the occupation period, a theatre in the grounds on the eastern side of the main 
building were built, one of the few public works undertaken by the occupying forces. 
Quite what kind of performance the theatre was used for is not known, but the build-
ing itself was to come in very useful later. I I ^ ^ ^ R ^ ^ ^ m 
Bathing in Bath House 
A Japanese hot water bath, which was self-heating being furnished with a charcoal S | S 
stove installed in 1894, and in his Annual Report for the year the Captain Superinten- m ^ H H 
dent (F.H. May) said: 
Th& m e n have used the baths to a fair extent, and will no doubt use them more as they be- Mm 9 H 
come accustomed to and /earn to appreciate them. 
S w i m m i n g 
Swimming was not such a popular occupation in the 1880s, but there is no doubt those "" j g j ^ m J m 
later generations of water police officers made full use of this beach. It is now long 
gone, but in the 1930s there were still officers serving in the Water Police who remem-
bered swimming from it. 
The Tunnels —— — I i ； 
During the Japan occupation period, the Japanese Navy, who compounded their 一 ^ Z l j 
previous lese-majesty by building a magazine on the lawn and tunneling ex- P X r W ^ I b J 
tensively under it for air-raid shelters. A further air-raid precaution was the ！^〜 
painting of the entire building in camouflage colors. )[ 一 
The network of air-raid tunnels under the hill lasted for several years until f T f "j""| f ^ U A 
they were filled in for safety reasons. They were not very well filled in, how- j / ^ M , I 
ever, and have been the cause of several subsidence over the years, the most IJ^^ z^ 〜 、 ！ 丨 邻 
recent being under the vehicle park in 1984. )' II ‘ ^ T 
产 I ^ , j r - ; 
The Dock and Slipway s r - • \ I ； H 
The Dock and slipway attached to it on the western side of the peninsula (the • / / 、 I^ 
site now occupied by the Omni Hong Kong Hotel). Work on the basin was still in p^JL ™ / / 、： ； 
progress when the main building was opened, and it officially came into ser- •“,•…| / ！). 
vice in 1885. > H 乂 ^ 'V 3 
_ _ _ 
—G—o—n—j u g—a i 丨 o n * * 
Overlaying of maps 
九 «。《«5(|\ >1V";/h"nn 
Kowloon Publ ic Pior ^ 
" T O I K /1 O L J A T O I I I 
Studies of Memory 
A definition for the collective memoryl 
It is not a given but rather a socially constructed notion. While the collective memory endures and draws strength from its 
base in a coherent body of people, it is individuals as group members who remember. Every collective memory requires the 
support of a group and delimited in space and time. Human experience is rooted in a social context and structure, so do the 
collective memory. Collective historical memory has both cumulative and presentist aspects. It shows at least partial continu-
ity as well as new readings of the past in terms of the· present. Memories as psychic states subsist in the mind in an 
uncoscious state and that they become conscious again when recollected.l 
-Maurice Halbwachs (1877-1945) 
His work on collective memory established him as a major figure in the history o.f sociology. 
Why we need to preserve collective memory 
Urban life is actually based on the perpetual struggle between a rigid routine order and a pleasurable anarchy. History, 
memories and local idenity are a more accurate measure of how much an urban environment is enjoyed by the inhabitants. 
And fuzziness, surprises and the unexpected are the essential ingredients in generating a memorable identity. Memories give 
meaning to our existence and orient us in the spatial and temporal dimensions. Also, memories nourish our thought and has 
the power of social cohesion. While the Hong Kong rapid development getting rid of the past, we are in a crisis of suffering from 
memory vacuum. Many familiar sights have been destroyed, this has resulted in a severe sense of dislocation and insecurity 
for people. Memories by its nature is abstract and life is full 0.1 absurdity, tension and contradiction. Memories disappear and 
reappear without a linear predicatable formula. But the consideration and playing of memories in an architectural ctesign 
certainly enrich people"s imagination and the character of place ~ . 
-
— — a r - 4 h — o n 
Two types of collective memory: historical and autobiographical memory 
historical memory: 
It is a memory through written records and other types of record. Like photos, but it can be keep alive by commemorations, 
festive enactment, and the like. Each celebration of, say, July 4, serves to reinforce the memory of the events that led to 
American independence.Periodic celebrations serve as focal pt’ in the drama of renacted citizen partipation. Person remember 
the events indirectly through reading or listening or commemoration and festive occasions when people gather to remember in 
common the deeds and accomplishments of long-departed members of the group. In this case, the past is stored and inter-
preted by social institutions .Collective historical memory has both cumulative and presentist aspects. It shows at least partial 
continuity as well as new readings of the past in terms of the present. 
autobiographical memory: 
It js a memory of events that we have personally experienced in the past. It may also serve to reinforce the bonds between 
participants. But such kind of memory tends to fade with time unless it is periodically reinforced. 
Social Aspect of Memory 
History and memory are actually opposing terms, history is manipulatable and representable in a play of lost significance.Memory 
is plural, alive, cannot be appropiated. Memories are multiple and dispersed, spectacular,epheremal, not recollected and . 
written down in an unified story. ^ ^ r ^ 
Individual memory is a part or an aspect of group memory, since each impression and fact， even if it apparently concerns a f 
particular person exclusively, leaves a lasting memory only to the extent that connected to the thoughts that come to us from : f / 
social milieu. 〉、 71^ 
M ' J " ' 
It follows that there are as many collective memories as there are groups and insitutions in a society. Social classes, families, ； r 
associations all have distictive memories that the members had constructed. There are chances that the members draw 、：, 相 
on the specific group context to remember or recreate the past. 、，》！ 
丨 ¥ b) 
The present generation become conscious of itself in counterposing its present to its own constructed past. Through participa- 均 . . \ •, 
t i q i ^ j f ^ y i C i q t n m e m y a t i v ^ m e ^ i f m i ^ i j ^ f l 哪 p ^ m e m ^ & r s 「 " l l 职 c a n recreate through imaginatively reen-
boliective memory could recall the great event of the past and to hold the c o m m u n d togehter. There are no actual empty spots 
in the lives of groups and societies, an apparent vacuum between creative periods a filled by the collective memory in symbolic 
B^Pay , or simply by parents and other R i d e r s to S i l d r e n or ordinary men and women. 、0 
Crucial public events l ^ ^ d e e p imprints in the minds of direct par t ic ipaf | |2f i |Becia l ly when they are young people in the early 
G e .. j ~! at 0 n 
Psycholgyical studies of memory 
Memory is involved in every area of cognitive psychology. In this part of research, a popular theory is picked up to explain the 
nature of memory, the process and mechanisms of memory as well as the encoding and retrieval of memory. The criteria for 
. choosing that particular kind of theory are based on its simplicity and popularity. 
Nature of memory 
Schema theory emphasizes the fact that what we remember is influenced by what we already know. Very many mental 
activities like remembering, perceiving and problem solving involve a combination of information from two sources: 1.incoming 
information from the outside world, i.e. the input received by the sense organs. 2.the information ·already stored in memory, 
i.e. the prior knowledge derived from past experience. The sensory information is often incomplete or ambiguous, . but the 
information already stored in the memory in the form of prior knowledge influences our expectations and helps us . to interpret 
the current input. 
According to schema theory, the knowledge we have stored in memory is organized as a set of schemas or mental representa-
tions, each of which incorporates all the knowledge of a given type pf object or event that we have acquired from the past 
experience. When applied to real-life experiences, schemas may influence memory in the four different ways: 
1. Selection. The schema guides the selection of what is encoded and stored in memory. Information that is not relevant to the 
schema that is currently the most active may be ignored. 
2. Abstraction. Information in memory · tends to undergo transformation from the specific to the general. Only the general 
schema is retained in memory. 
3. Integration and interpretation. The observations, the interpretations and the prior knowledge are integrated in the ·memory 
representation and may be impossible to distinguish later. 
4. Memories of events also tend to be distorted so as to fit in with prior expectations and to be consistent with the schema, they 
are therefore transformed toward the most probable, or most typical event of that kind. 
While the process of selection, abstraction and normalization explain how information 
may be lost or reduced in memory, the process of integration and interpretation serve to 
enrich and elaborate the memory trace. 
Working mechanism of memory 
Multi-store model of memory assumed that the input information is initially received by 
sensory register, which holds information in a relatively uninterrupted form for very 
short periods of time. From the information bombarding the sensory stores, a small 
fraction is attended to and selected for further processing in the short-term store. 
Information in the short-term store is actively processed (typically by the means of 
rehearsal) and may be transferred into the long-term store during the time that it is 
being rehearsed in the short-term store. Forgetting from the sensory store occurs by 
means of spontaneous decay, whereas in the short-term store items are forgoHen when 
they are displaced from the limited capacity short-term store by new items of informa-
tion coming in. Finally, it may be impossible to retrieve information stored in long-term 
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Encoding and retrieval of memory 
The Information processing model tells us the basic structure of the encoding and re-
trieval process. In the encoding process, the physical characteristics of the stimulus are 
processed and encoded as a memory trace. Some of these processes correspond to the 
simple processing done by the perceptual systems in order to identify or categorize the 
input stimulus. Further processing may require a contribution from the semantic memory 
system, involving elaborative processing. Technically, the information is being encoded 
on the trace. 
In the retrieval process the memory trace is retrieved by operations designed first to 
access the correct memory trace, and then to derive useful information from it. These 
operations can also vary in complexity. Sometimes a cue may elicit the memory trace 
directly using simple matching strategies; at other times complicated search proce-
dures are used, ,which attempt to narrow down the area of memory in various ways until 
all that is leH is the required trace. This type of search often uses sophisticated genera-
tion and comparison procedures. 
Input I Encoding I I Trace I Retrieval Output • (stimuli) .: processes: • . storage: processes (response) 
(creation (accessing 
of trace) of trace) 
Philosophical aspect of memory 
Description of the act of remembering phenomenologically 
In remembering, we do not call up images, rather, we call up those earlier perceptions. We remember the objects as they were 
given at that time. When these perceptions are called up and reenacted, they bring along their objects, their objective corre-
lates. We capture that earlier part of our intentional life. We bring it to life again. Memories could be so nostalgic. They are not ( 
just reminders; they are the activities of reliving. The past comes to life again, along with the things in it, but it comes to life 
with a special kind of absences. A new blend of presences and absences arises through memory, a new manifold of appearance 7_ 
through which one and the same object can be given in its identify. In memory we reactive not just an object but an object as 。 J . 
presenting itself there and then, and yet presenting itself again here and now, but only as past. This is the noematic form that : f f t V 
remembered object take on, a form different from that of the perceived objects, which are only here and now, not there and 、. 、j 扣 
then. We stretch into the past through memory; we bring back an elapsed world and a situation in it. We can live in the , 
past as well as in the present. l l 邙 
Errors do creep in during remembering. I often project things into the remembered event that I want to see or that I think I 教,-^jvV 
should be seeing. Oscillate between memory and imagination. Memories are notoriously elusive. They are not tamper proof, but ) 1 ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ 
such are the limitations of memory. Because memories are often wrong does not mean that they do not exist or that they are 
always wrong. Only because there are memories can they be sometimes deceptive. Also, their way of being right and their way 
of being wrong are different from the ways of being right and wrong in perception. A new manifold, a new possibility of . #；?;f o 
identity, is introduced by memory, and new possibilities of error arise as well. 
O 
• ^ 一 — 一 — — 一 ™ ^ ™ ^ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ^ ^ ™ ^ - ^ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ^ ™ © ^ © ™ ^ ^ j u g — a t i o n 
The revival of my earlier perception involves a revival of myself as perceiving at that time. Just as the past object is brought to 
light again, so my past self as an agent of that experience is brought to light again, Through memory a distinction is introduced 
between the remembering self and the remembered self. Myself is the identity constituted between myself now remembering 
and myself then remembered. Myself, the self, is established precisely in the interplay that occurs between perception and 
memory. This displacement of my$e/f into the past introduces a whole new dimension into my mental or inner l ife.丨 am not 
confined to the here and now; I can, not only refer to the past (and to the future, as we shall $ee, -conjugation), but I can also 
live in it through memory. Without memory and the displacement it berings we would not be fully actualized as selves and as 
human beings, for good and for ill. Identity syntheses occur on both the noetic and the noematic side of memory. 
We live in the world of the displaced self, the remembered or imagined or anticipated wor/d. Sometimes we can drift more 
and more into one or other of these. We might get so wrapped up with what is immediately around us that we lost all 
imaginative detachment from it’ or we may drift more and more into reverie and daydreaming, becoming practically, but never 
entirely, disconnected from the world around us. Also, \he imaginative intentions we have stored up within us serve to 
blend with and modify the perceptions we have. We see buildings and landscapes in a certain way, because what we have 
seen before comes back to life when we see something new and put a slant on what is given to us. Disp/acement allows this to 
h a p p e n . 
A n a l o g y 
J H H H H ^ 
There are various meanings of the word conjugation. It means the 
expression of the past’ present and future tense of a verb. In mi-
crobiology, it refers to a process in the prokaryotes, the transfer of r 
genetic information from a donor cell to a recipient cell in a sex 户/ 
pili by cell-to-cell contact. j j ^ / ^ 3 i ' jT ' 
In this project, it refers to the connection of a historic environ- ！ ； r l j ^ 
ment and a related place. Through the connection itself and the ； 
related place to unfold the meaning and memory embedded in the ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ H k J t ^ K k ^ 扣 jdi^BHf. •... ^^^^ 齒 
^ ^ B r T r a n s f 
o f m e m o r y o 
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Studies of conjugation in microbiology 
Bacteria were thought to be only capable of asexual reproduction. In 1946, Joshua 
Lederberg and Edward Tatum showed th,at the colon bacillus Escherichia coli could also 
reproduce sexually. They discovered that on coming into contact with another 
bacterium of the same species, an individual may develop one or more special-
ized tubes called sex pili. One of these pili allows some of the DNA from the 
first bacterium to pass into the second. Experiments have shown that the longer the 
two bacteria are in contact, the more DNA passes from one to the other. Because this 
form of sexual reproduction requires two individuals to be in contact with each other, 
it is known as conjugation. 
All E. coli look identical, so we can really talk about males and females. However, 
only some of them can produce sex pili. These particular bacteria have a special 
bit of DNA called an F factor (F standing for fertility). This is not part of the 
main bacterial DNA but a separate structure called a plasmid. The F factor carries 
genes for pili production and for the other functions needed to transfer DNA 
from . the donor to the recipient bacterium. What happens is that this F factor 
can insert into the list of DNA and then cause some of it to pass into the 
recipient cell. Once in the recipient cell, some of the donor genes may 
change places with corresponding genes of the recipient. This recombination may 
result · in a bacterium with a new set of genes. 
I 
a pono^ bacterium 0 ^ ^ ^ A. Each bacterium has a circular piece of DNA, shown here in the donor 
z ^ T ^ ^ b ^ x B a c t e r i a l bacterium with genes ABCDE and in the recipient bacterium with gene 
J C i ^ C ^ ABCDE. In addition, the donor bacterium has a small extra piece of 
DNA (a plasmid) known as an F factor. 
m = n — i e m B . The F factor of the donor bacterium is incorporated into the bacterial W ^ j l 
^ ^ — — E r ^ T D D N A . 
Ffactor of donor bacterium ^ ^ ^ C . One or more sex pili form between the donor and recipient bacteria, and ) 
Jjorpora.ed,ntobacter,ai end of the donor DNA furthest from the F factor starts to pass into 、 f 
/ t h e recipient bacterium via one of the sex pili, which is known as conju- » • M 
C C ! ED j y ； Bacteria separate g a t i o n b r i d g e . ： 广 ' ‘ “ 
— 、• ‘，(扣 
( / D • More of the DNA from the donor bacterium enters the recipient bacte-
F r i u m . o) 
E E . The link between the two bacteria breaks, leaving some of the DNA from 
C (E ) Recombination in the recipient the donor bacter um in the recipient cell. a 
bacterium results in genetic variation 
^ F . The genes C and C、swap over, this recombination in the recipient cell 
C ^ j p ^ y ' g 广 — " T i F f ^ . between the two homologous pieces of DNA results in genetic variation. 
One or more sex pili form. DNA from donor C C ^ V ^ y ^ . n 
^ o n ^ o f r e c i _ b a c 1 s m a i . f r ^ t S ^ A d e g r a d e d G . The donor bacterium dies and disintegrates. Meanwhile, the fragments ••，” ° 
BCD in the recipient are degraded, leaving a single bacterium with a 
new order of gene . q 
0 o g q t i o n ^ ^ 
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Proposed development around the site 
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Proposed redevelopment of Ex-marine police headquarter. The driving concept is based on a complete restora-
tion of the main heritage building which would be left intact with a new open square on the existing platform 
overlooking Salisbury Road defined by 3-storey mixed uses. Basement developemnt could be extended to form 
new street frontage along Salisbury Road and Kowloon Park Drive. 
The existing Mariner's club 
The building was built in 1967’ which has twelve storey. It was founded by an 
Anglican missionary society. Under their title the mission to seamen, the club ^ ^ 
provides various facilities for the accommodation, entertainment and gathering 
— . _ _ M 
11 1 
B t l ^ ^ ^ ^ l E ^ ( R B I S m ing
 P
some of the activities c ^ ' k ^ S 1 ^ 1 1 1 1 1 
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The Ex-marine police headquarter 
The ex-marine police headquarter is currently under the hands of Government Property Agency. It is left vacant. It 
require permission before public could enter into the compound. 
Sugges t ed Programs 
The programs suggested in the proposal could be categorized into 3 groups; 
i.) Programs in the Tsim Sha Tsui Hill ' ' ' ' ' '^ ' t^f 
ii.) Programs along the Middle Road •) 
iii.) Programs in the Signal Hill : 
-i. \ ( n . , , I 相 
i. Programs in the Tsim Sha Tsui Hill J . 
1 ¥ D> 
a. Preserving emptiness V ’ 
The original function of the Ex- Marine Police Headquarter Compound in TST hill V:、：如|JV j R ^ ^ P ^ i J • Sk ' 
is substituted by another compound with more advanced equipment and technol- ^ g t i S ^ J I V S ^ ^ M 
ogy. The Headquarter Compound has been left vacant for 6 years. And the com- H ^ ^ ^ H H ^ 0 if'；蒙 v、 l l ^ O S H M H 
pound has developed a unique sense of emptiness. Carlo Scarpa once mentioned ^ " ^ ^ l l t S h l ^ 
when we turn a historic place into a museum, we are actually exhibiting two things. H ^ H ^ B k 
One is the historic place and the other is the new function we had added. This ^ ^ ^ H l g S g H l f l ^ S B ^ 雄 I ‘ ，j ° 
proposal suggests preserving the emptiness of the compound; no new function would
 1
 , 
be added to the historic place, a s I believe any renovation would destroy the total ^ 1 ¾ ^
-
¾ ¾ 
ambience of the compound. That means the historic compound would exhibit the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t t S ^ A g g j g ^ ^ ： ' j^^ggmju^M O 
place 
--------------------------------------------------------~G9-~e~~~~+-~~P-~!~~a~.t~--no n 
b. New entrance to the historic compound 
But the historic compound is an island site now. Carriageways on its 4sides sur-
round it. The proposal suggests a shortcut in the middle of the Tsim Sha Tsui hill , 
which connect the Kowloon Park Drive to the Canton Road. The entrance to the 
compound would be at the midway of the shortcut. It is believed that many people 
would take the shortcut rather than using the Peking Road to circulate between 
the Ko.wloon Park Drive and the Canton Road. The entrance at the midway of the 
shortcut would arise people s attention. 
ii. Programs along the Middle Road 
a· Turning Middle Road into a pedestrian lane 
The Middle Road is already a very busy street· The carriageway is 
always used for parking. It is like the back street of hotels. This 
proposal suggests turning the Middle Road into a pedestrian street. 
Only vehicles for services and parking in the hotels would be al-
lowed to enter the Middle Road. This would free up part of the 
carriageway. The making of the pedestrian lane connect the historic 
compound to the Signal Hill. It would also stimulate shopping on the 
two sides of the Middle Road. With the historic compound and Signal 
Hill at the two ends of the Middle Road, the pedestrian lane would 
attract many tourists, which runs parallel to the Salisbury Road. 
b. Information center and Installation 
This proposal suggests a journey from historic compound to Signal 
Hi 11 or vice verse· The journey does not have defini te starting 
point or ending point. Putting the information center in the Middle 
Road is to attract more visitors to walk through the journey. In-
stallation is to arise the visitor . curiosity to the journey. The 
installation would be renewed every b months to attract fresh visi-
tors to the journey. 
~. 
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c. Souvenir shops 
Most people would circulate between Ocean Terminals and Nathan Road through Peking Road. Many retails are 
accumulated in the Peking Road.The Hankow Center is situated in-between the Peking Road and Middle Road. 
The retails shops are· very busy in the Peking Road side as compared to that of the Middle Road side. There are 
several vacant units in the Middle Road side, which left unoccupied for several months. The making of pedes-
trian lane in the Middle Road may change this situation. The proposal suggests to use the vacant units in the 
Hankow center as souvenir shops for the journey. 
iii. Programs in the Signal Hill 
a. Original activities of the Mariners club 
The Original building in the Signal Hill site is a private club. It includes accommodation, chapel, restaurant, 
swimming pool and other recreational activities. This proposal suggests to retain the chapel and swimming 
pool. But open· these activities to the pUblic. The proposal is to unfold the memory and history of the historic 
compound. If we completely demolish the whole mariners club building, we are sacrificing the memory of the 
mariners. Chapel is the place for mariners assemble and socialize. It should be preserved in the development. 
b. Weekend Cocktail Party 
There are too many enclosed and commercial space in Tsim Sha Tsui. The Signal Hill is an unique nature 
. place in that area. Rather than suggesting indoor activities, the proposal suggests to have an open plaza for 
weekend cocktail party. The functional requirement for a party place is varied. But it should have at least an 
organizing unit, a place for resting, a place for refreshment and a storage place. The proposal suggest a plaza 
accompanied by a foyer, an administration office, a cloak room, a storage room and a restaurant. 
Through the participation in the 
party, thevisitors could enjoy the 
history of the headquarter com-




According to the research of memory, image looking would just produce static memoiy, which could not last for 
long. The proposal therefore suggests the visitors to enjoy activities related to the past so as to create autobio-
graphical memoiy. The archive would be kept in minimum size, the task of unfolding the history and memory 
of the historic compound would rely more on other main programs / ' l ^ Hj, 
d Oral History Theater ' j P ‘ 
Oral History is the alternative of empirical history. It is a more accurate sense of the time. Through the . . . . . ... . \ l / . H ^ 
sharing of experience in the past, the history of the city, the World War II and also the relationship between- the ... 7. | : 
Ex-marine Police Headquarter Compound and the Signal Hill is unfolded. Signal Hill is sending message to ' i M j ^ ^ ^ H y i L 、：.、4 
people again. ’ ‘ ¥ W) 
e. Bird house and Observation Deck M 
There was a beautiful lawn in the Tsim Sha Tsui hill, which has been demolished for the construction of 
Kowloon Park Drive. There were over 100 species of birds recorded in the lawn. Now, we may not see any birds 
in the historic compound, but a lot of urban birds are recorded around the Signal Hill. The bird houses installed , j ' o 
attract more u rban birds to accommodate in Signal Hill and the visitors could enjoy observing birds. Unlike bird 
observation in Mai Po, the u rban bird accustom to the u rban situation and human . Visitors could observe bird 
without any equipment. 
. 
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L i s t of Programs F loo r a r e a E s t ima t ed C a p a c i t y 
-P laza 125D sq- m 
-Theater ESQ sq* m 1AQ persons 
-Foyer BOD sq• m 
-Res tau ran t 340 sq . m 1ED persons 
-Swimming Pool 
& t e r r a c e SMD sq. m 
-Observat ion deck AO sq. m 
-Chapel 230 sq . m 
-Archive 250 sq . m 
-Admin i s t r a t ion 
Of f i ce AS sq- m 
- In fo rma t ion Center 10D sq. m 
- I n s t a l l a t i o n SOD sq. m 
• . . . 、’ . " . - i 
I 
Development 




 semester mainly focus on the planning of the journey and the 
representation of the concept in architectural language. The development in the j ^ T ^ l 
2
n d
 semester could be grouped into 4 phases. { r^Vij] 
>、、“拜 
U T -Fi rs t phase I ' 
I ‘ ！ 丨一 —」 , I ， I、‘ J 
^ 1.1 • . …i . 、 
Overall planning of the experience 
o 
—-—— — — € o a j u g a ^ - f c i — o n 
y 一丄 “ Museum exhibit architecture 1 ( \ 一 丨 _ _ Underground passage connecting 
Undcisround passage a n d 8 p a c e 0 n l y u T ““ MTR to new KCR tUlion proposed 
material excavated 
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P r e l i m e n t a r y d e s i g n of t h e j o u r n e y I l k ^ ^ M 
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Trying to make a definition for the word Conjuga- i [ / / / 
tion in architecture. I Hh / / / (fff 
Could it be something new in the relationship be- 一 J + T lili 
tween programs and circulation? L 」 凶 i=p ^ ^ VVv 
Conjugation when a p p l y i n g in the spatial design, T A , ^ y j u ]]] 
may have new meaning. Resonate a program es- T ^ 7 / _ J J ) j )))) 
sential spatial configuration and character to an- _ _ d h ^ ^ " ^ ^ y 
other program, which maybe contradicted or am- 丨  ^ 
b i g U O U S , t o c r e a t e n e w p l e a s u r e . Rela«on.hlp between program and circulation Displaced Suiting the contour Ewnt> h.pp.n while di.pl.ced Mulml^ . opportunltw. for ev.nl. 
D i s p l a c e m e n 
1 The arrangement of the programs recall the Tunnels ^ ^ F ^ ^ Z i J ^ ^ 
embedded in the earth of the Tsim Sha Tsui Hill, which 
is to the site…… ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• • B ^ i i ^ j g 二 -，: I 
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Third Phase 
Row \ 
Building organization in the Signal Hill site / 厂） w 一 如 ^ ^ C s J 
IL. V J ^ ^ M 一 ' 这 
： 银 ) . 气 ： w 
‘ z \ . 一 
Seeking a r e sonance to the his tory of 
the headqua r t e r compound . mm - 1 
B S f l H ^ S B i l J I 1 ' ' ' ' S t i o H l E ^ I Part of the Tsim Sha Tsui Hill w a s demol i shed for 、〜、;r £ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ the construct ion of the Kowloon Park Drive. j j jy 
W m B K K K S j ^ s j ^ ^ ^ There had b e e n a lawn in this part of the compound , which the f ^ J 如 
marine police had party and dancing on the lawn, over 100 s p e c i e s , ' • ( ' • 
of birds we re recorded 坊 
The lawn is a historical memory for m e ^ | 
^ ^ S o B W B ^ ^ ^ " : ¾ 編 J J M bo 
丨 ^ ^ 、 ： 、 v 
‘•广，i o 
The demol i shed part of the hill is the media for m e Organizat ion of the building in Signal Hill using this The wall filled with banyard t ree root in the TST hill will % 
to recollect the activities and even t s happen ing in mental s e q u e n c e . soon b e covered . The pat tern is borrowed to b e c o m e t he 
the historic compound during the pas t Peop l e h a s to go through a void s p a c e , which represen t ing the f a c a d e of the void s p a c e . 
demol i shed part of the hill, before they go to enjoy the activities f \ 
related to the historic compound . ^ ^ 
• 
— — O—o m j“―«g a t i o n 
The r ea son for placing the oral h is tory thea te r above the plaza is 
to a t t r ac t more passe r -by s a t ten t ion . It is a free form, inspired 
by the war t ime artillery block. The s ound and image inside the 
thea te r would be projected to the pond in the plaza so t h a t people 
a r ound the plaza could also enjoy the programs . 
Artillery block. Ttw curved head Is designed to ^ J T ^ V I 
deflect shot or other kind of attack, which minimize da 巾 age / fi ^ • ^ C ' " . . - - ；“'" ^ ^ ‘ 
( The curved edge resemble the water pattern j 17 
M ) ‘ ^ ^ t m M . 
. ] . 1 
The b e a m s follows the wave pat tern J T ^ V V I 
The she l te r a bove s imulate the wave pat tern in different p h a s e ：' , ‘ 
Transla t ing the observation a t the shoreline into ^ 1 ¾ ^ 
a rch i t ec tu ra l form, which become the geometry 
The s h a d o w produced c rea te o ther p h a s e s l i of the insta l la t ion in the Middle Road. I j f ^ ^ 
i^BWFTHMMUBBI ffitj^rHHW^BB^WW^M^BBBMPMB 
― ™ ™ ™ ^ — — — G — o n j u g”a t i o n 
Four th Phase 
Bird houses are hanged by the steel frame in the Signal Hill 
the theater ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
the free 
up the plaza. The theater could also 一 … … - , > j . … , ‘ 
serve as a node in the journey to the J ^ f 一 爾 
Signal Tower. B ^ N W 厂 v 
Lighting studies ^ H f a j r " J L ^ 
As the Signal Hill Site is veiy close to the Hermes ^ j E ^ ^ A j ^ V ^ | ； 、 
House (a 20 storey building) , nearly the whole plaza • Y ^ M ^ M _ J p ) a 
would be covered by shadow after 3 p.m. in the after- . ^  ：二. 1 . 1 , \ 智 
noon. A computer model is built to study the light I ; ^ I - I j J m m i ^ - W J S ^ 
and shadow of the plaza. | ， ^ j l j f l 
！ 6 2 H 5 0 0 t m i _ _ ？ f e l l 
m K t ^ K K H B K K K K K ^ M 6211800 M M ^ ^ H H I I H I I 
八 . 
To bring light back to the plaza, a se- _ l - r f ' . n 
ries of light reflecting device is in- ： • g p P I W . ^ ^ ^ V f ' 
stalled to reflect light back to the _ ^ J L j l l r ^ J 一 ， 
pond. The water in the pond further l | | | | , A T M m m f S ^ ^ •"TlfcJ \ 3 、 , 
reflect the light to the surrounding, 、 ： 1 J J I 
the pond become a lighting source in ‘ | ；，—^ J % , “ 
the shaded plaza, water become the { ] / ^ ¾ ¾ 職 蒙 f 
focus of the plaza, associating people \ 胸 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ m I M 
s imagination with water. m O K I ^ ^ ^ ^ m ' 川 削 丨 ^ ^ " T T I : : mt^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3311500 I W ^ ^ J j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • - 画 I 
• • i ^ H ^ H H i j ^ ^ H H 33H800 • • • ^ • i ^ H H I H H 
The design of the theater is seeking a relationship \ ^J^-J 'FMMTl 
to the landscape. More t h an half of the theater is sub-
merged in the l a n d s c a p e . The reflecting pond outside H F ^ b l ? \ W U / I ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ 
the theater helps to bring light into the audi tor ium. 、 .j j ; ： ， 
The i r regularform of the thea te r create s t r uc tu r a l r O P ^ ^ B ^ j K 
problems. The first solution is a concrete ribs s t ruc- _ . J \ - \ ‘ ^ f l t 1 , \ W I P H ^ ^ ^ S 
ture to suppor t the roof, no co lumns are necessary in 卜 V P ^ f e l f f ^ S J S A M ( ^ l i ' J 
front of the theater . The s tudy model is test ing the W " T H l " ^ ！ ^ ； 、 ： f / 
deformation of s t ruc tura l members , so a s to obtain \ \ m l M \ J、' 
an opt imum shape of the ribs s t ructure . But this so- f ^ f t ^ ^ ^ ^ m H 4 ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ 。 j . 
lution h a s been given u p a s the concrete ribs looks ； p j ， 
The final solution is a simple steel column and beam % M V i I ^ j ！ 
s t rcuture . Columns are of the the- ••• q '!•• — i i i i 
參 • •••• O • 
^ i ljuuuu ‘ ^ r L—『1广蒼〜L 
/ ^ 、 剛 丨 B L J L ^ M f ^ 
• Century Shoreline \ \ 丨 | 
1 乂 — , 丨I丨丨 s^^  
nr















0 e 1¾ j « g — a t i o n ^ ^ 
Overall Planning 
_ 
The journey is a historical trail seeking • — 
for memory a b o u ^ a ^ ^ A portion of jour- _ 
i S j i e y i s _ i n t h e o t h e r 
^ ^ ^ L is i trfhe natural hilly ground. The 
architectural design of the components ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
should reflect this ^aA^iStTA. Bujt there ^ ^ k 
are severalprindjMfiSpJJ t ^ J e s i g j i of the 
c o m p o n ^ r T S n f n e i t (till ： a r c h i t e c t u r e ^ ^ M B B ^ J 
shouMy^fela pi〕m)t tojhe history and 
^ ^ finally, ^ ^ ^ ^ r e n t points in the jour- i l I T ^ ^ w f ^ ^ l m ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j e y are u n A ^ by the element of water. / |l f 
^ T I The i n t e M f of light and shadow in the ‘ / |l # 
^ ^ I a r c h i t e c j ^ ^ is enhanced by water. And i / 
’ the Pre tence of water in the journey con- t g j f ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
\ t inuously reminding the visitors it is a / j S ^ ^ ^ S p ^ ^ 
I trail seeking for memory about water. ‘ 
Reflecting panels convey sunlight The pond reflect light into C U / 
Reflecting Pool mark the transition t o t h e P 0 ^ The pond become light 产 theater Water is coming 
between L shore and Signal Hill source the shaded plaza. g 丨 ^ 州 g ? U f 
A little stream of water is flowing down \ P recirculating system ； i - J 
from the pool. j /S • - ( ;r ‘ 
力 % f 瓛 i f § 
，j ° 












































































1 ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ rt 
一 I \ 〇•.:: c O D ^ ^ 一 一 飞 一 一 1! 广 
W i 一 \ \ <—- U 
\ 、 \ S ^ Salisbury Road \ \ ^ H The Middle Road is regafded asttie^aridng • • 
X \ i I street for ti^&hotele inihe surrounding. Turning 
the street into a pedestrian zone require some 
L modification to the existing traffic setting. 
G — e i t — ^ u g a " " t i o n 
‘ • 
Renovation Strategy 
國 鳩 ^ ^ fr 
The oriidniU buiklbiROt<iipli« l l w w W h j t path conncrttag MMdlt Kond I ' M or Ihc terrain cxcmnlH for The prapaMl wauU prewnt r Uic «l»Uii|i 
thrSlKnal HillsNc * MindrnRow Ibc original hiildini! ( iupcl , m U u r a n t and s » t a « i n g p«ol. 
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wfu^-、a n ^ s 
i h H i 
• • 
^ ^ The form of the foyer building is resembling the demolished part of the hill. It has no roof, no glass enclosure 、 ， ^ ^ f i f c l k , V l n , t louvers rnh.iiK in,> tlu- intorpl.iyii^ f； ol li^ ht shdilow. It is tho inner auirty.ird oi [he Si^ nnl I lill, - ^ n ' f l V ^ B P K 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • Visi …is liavo to Ihroiigh tho buiUliih- lx、ioiv lln-y c-njoy I ho .uiivilios in the Sigruil I lill. Justliko wo hewe to • • “.〔"lcil [ho losl part of the Tsim Sh.n^ui hill [Hun.、.,.t."mkl im、”；im> tlu> .u tivitios lvipjn-ning in I ho l.iwn. M T | B • Tho building is ivfloclin,; [he monl.il ^ oquomv of rivdllortin^ Iho r-x-m.irino l^ l^icv 1 lond(iu<irti-r jT " k V J \ 
• • ‘ k、.I'vliilocnire in Signal I lill is seeking roson.moo to the historic compound. f >； V 
• Weekend Cocktail parties would be organized in the foyer and plaza. Visitors may be engaged in the milieu ^ ^ ^ m •纷,‘ : 1 : Q V 
m^k I 
0 o 1¾ j u—g a t i o n 
… I r “ … : . . 、 . . ； , : ： ： . : . . . . . . . . . 
•li 
11¾‘ •uL[ y •…_ The Archive 
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Elevation Treatment 
丨’ ^ , 1 i 1 ii H E j,, i, • 
, 1 I I L-J-, II 111 I II I  l i J L J L J L J ,1,,,11,N|丨, 
I D D • | D O o !• O • l a O a T 5 ‘ ‘ — ； — - 3 • "•"" j '1 • | a a 【 〕 | o a D | a a c i | o a D la a a la a a Jo a D la a n L . : . 1 —們 
。.一：-…:- -二，丨…二::.： ‘；.二…：： 丨|| , ‘：； 丄 • ju a u ju u u |u u u lu u u L— - 3 T— : 1 厂^“一「” 
|a a o |a a a |o o o |o a a I I » 
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I I I I 
Facade design is a reintrepretation the in the historic compound 
MB ^ I I B i H 
Elevation A 1:250 
... 、 . • . 
Facade Detail 
8 9 10 11 
： f 
5 \ 、•“"-w I a 
\ \ 6 i ’丨‘: 
V - r \ ： \ 編 
\ Steel Capping 1. \、Steel plate 8 ^ ¾ 
\ \ 2. Steel RHS S- I-beam (150mm deep) 
\ \ 3- Gasket 3- RHS (100mm) ^ 
\ \ 4 . C-channel (120mm) 4. Main column 
\ \ S. Cortex Steel (3mm thick) S. Optical f iber ‘ 1 0 
b- Steel Plate b. Uire frame (dia： bmm) 7 - Main column 7- Glass block fl t l Angl fl_ Anchoring C I-beam (400mm deep) Conduit boxID. C25D ID. E ect c conduit T-s ction (EQDmm deep) MM 
WKm 
C a n j u g — a t 1 o n 
Installation at the Middle Road 
-- * 
—L 1 ^ ^ 
_ — L —— ^ -^Jrru-^ -UT i^-r - ‘ 1 � \ 
, 一 * — - r v - -H ^^ J j I 




curtain roll supported by the steel section. • | I 
Roll down at night time to block part of the I j 
s t reet light and for image projection ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
if 
^ r ^mF I: 
^ 丨 丨 — G — — o n 
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